
CHAPTER -  4

EXPERT SYSTEMS AND TURBO PROLOG

In this dissertation,the program which diagnoses the 
cardiac diseases is written in Turbo Prolog. The program creates a 
dynamic knowledge base and uses it to diagnose the different 
diseases. Since the concept of knowledge base is very much related 
to expert systems, a short discussion on expert system is 
presented in this chapter. An overview of Turbo Prolog language 
has also been introduced here.

4..1 Artificial Intalllgonco
Artificial lntttlllg«inc«CAi:> is simply a way of making a 

computer think intelligently. This is accomplished by studying how 
people think when they are trying to make decesions and solve 
problems, breaking those thought processes down into basic steps, 
and designing a computer program that solves problems using those 
same steps. The definition of A1 may be given in the following 
way CSJ :

" Artificial intelligence is the part of computer science 
concerned with designing intelligent computer systems,that 
is,systems that exhibit the characteristics we associate with 
intelligence in human behaviour - understanding language,learning 
reasoning, solving problems and so on."

In other words, AI is concerned with programming 
computer to perform tasks that are presently done better by
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humans,because they involve such higher mental processes as 
perceptual learning, memory organisation and judgemental 
reasoning.

Thus, AI is about the simulation of human behaviour : 
the discovery of techniques that will allow us to design and 
program machines which emulate and extend our mental capabilities. 
The general introduction to AI may be found in C34,42,120,1333.

4.2 Expi&rt, cyBtoma
An artificial intellignece system created to solve 

problems in a particular domain is called an •xpsir*, syat,«m. All 
expert systems are based on up-to-date expert information for a 
given domain. Expert systems are capable of representing and 
reasoning about some knowledge-rich domain with a view to solving 
problems and giving advice. The process of constructing an expert 
system is often called knowl«dga cinglne«rlng and is considered to 
be appll«d artificial Intelligence C35H. Recent reviews of expert 
system research can be found in C2,11,13,32,42,47,132D. For 
tutorial on the structure of expert system C30,11611 may be 
consulted. Discussion of expert systems in popular domains of 
science and medicine may be found in C19.36,1223.

Expert systems use knowledge and inference techniques to 
solve problems that are usually solved with human expertise. An 
expert system stares a large body of facts,along with rules about 
how these facts can be used to solve problems. This collection of 
knowledge is called knowledge base. Unlike a traditional computer 
program, an expert system can be used to solve problems that are 
unstructured and where no formal procedure for finding a solution
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exists. The expert system can use its internal knowledge and rules 
to formulate its own procedure based on the problem definition. 
The expert system is ideal for problems involving formal 

reasoning.
In most cases expert systems are used as tools by human 

experts to sift through large database of knowledge when decisions 
must be made objectively and quickly. There is a growing tendency 
to use expert systems in applications where human expertise is 
expensive or not available at all.

A computer always stores a very limited amount of 
knowledge in comparison with the human brain. In any expert
system, knowledge generally is stored for only a single subject

area, called a domain. The computer can analyze and solve only 
problems that are relevent to this domain. Because current 
microcomputers have very limited amount of memory, it is generally 
best for Prolog applications to confine this domain to as small a 
realm as possible.

•4. 3 Ttw anglrwaar

The biggest problem in the design of an expert system is 
abstracting the knowledge of the expert and putting it into an 
objective form for the database. A human expert normally 
approaches a problem at least partially subjectively. The computer 
in contrast, can only work with objective representations C173.

Expert systems are designed by knowIdeg« anglnaors. It 
is the knowledge engineer who roust observe, talk to, and work with 

the human expert to determine how to express the reasoning process 
of the human expert in an objective form. There is no general
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theory or rules that can be used in expert system design. The 
problem that the human expert is trying to solve is generally 
unstructured and resists attempts at formal solutions.

4 .4L Know l«idg» raprciBontft'tlon

In the field of expert systems, knowledge representation 
implies some systematic way of codifying what an expert knows 
about some domain. In knowledge representation theory the real 
world entities are obJ«rctB. The design of expert systems involves 
paying close attention to the details of how knowledge is accessed 
and applied during the search for a solution C138Ii. Knowing what 
one knows, and knowing when and how to use it, seems to be an 

important part of expertise, this is usually termed m*t,« knowl«dg«
i.e, knowldege about knowledge.

4. 5 ThA production cys'Lom

A prodtiction BystAm is a type of expert system in which 
the knowledge is stored as rules and facts. Each rule is said to 
be a production rula C12D. The rules express relationship between 
facts. As Prolog uses rules and facts, it is very easy to 
implement a production system in Turbo Prolog.

A production system consists of a rule set(sometimes 
called production nwiinory), a rule interpreter that decides how and 
when to apply which rules, and a working memory that can hold 
data, goals or intermediate results.

The block diagram of a production system is shown in 
Fig. 4.1. It has two primary components: the knowledge base and 
the inference engine C.173.
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ThA knowl«dg« bas«
The knowlodg* basA C17U is the data or knowledge used to 

make decisions. The knowledge base contains the rules and facts to 
approach a problem in a way similar to human expert.

The knowledge base consists of two parts! the working 
memory and the rule base. The rule base consists of facts and 
rules that are compiled as part of the problem. These do not 
change during a particular consultation. The rule base corresponds 
to Prolog's static database.

The second part of the knowledge base is the working 
memory . It consists of the facts relative to a particular 
consultation. The working memory corresponds to Prolog's dynamic 
database. At the begining of a consultation the working memory 
(dynamic database) is empty. As the consultation progress the 
inference engine(discussed next) uses facts and rules in the rule 
base, in conjunction with user input, to add facts to the working 
memory.

The InferetMie engine

The Inference engine C173 has two functions * inference 
and control. Inference is the basic formal reasoning process. It 
uses facts that are known to derive new facts by means of rules. 
Such inference operates by modus ponens. This is the basis for all 
formal logic. Simply stated, according to modus ponens,if a rule 
states IF THEN B, if A is true, then B will also be true.

The control function determines the order in which the
rules are tested and what happens when a rule succeeds or fails.
The inference engine takes the facts that it knows are true from
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the rule base (static database) and working memory (dynamic
database) and uses these to test the rules in the database. When a
rule succeedes, the rule is said to fire, and the conclusion(head)
of the rule is added to the working memory.

Turbo Prolog is really its own inference engine. It 
determines the order in which to scan the rules. This feature 
makes designing an expert system relatively easy because one has 
to write only the knowledge base. This feature means, however,that 
the user has less control. For example, Prolog scans the rules 
using baekwardlng chaining , that is, it starts at the goals and 
works backward. Prolog is also limited to depth flrsst scanning. 
All rules relative to a particular goal are scanned as deeply as 
possible for a solution before Prolog backtracks and tries an 
alternative goal.

More complex expert systems may have additional
components such as a natural language interface or an explanatory 
system.

A natural language interface improves user communication 
with the system. With most consultation systems, the user can 
enter a yes or no answer, select from a multichoice menu, or enter 
the value for an attribute (such as patient's age ). A natural 
language interface permits the user to communicate with the expert 
system during the consultation process using a human language.

An explanatory system permits the user to answer a 

question with why. The system then responds with information about 
the goal it is trying to prove and so helps the user understand 
the system’s reasoning process.
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A. 6 Cartaird-ty factor
Since heuristics are based on expert rules that are 

learned from eKperience,it is not always completely certain that 
an IF-THEN rule is correct. The user of an expert system cannot be 
certain that the value provided when instantiating a variable is a 
hundred percent correct. Therefore a certainity factor (CF) may be 
assigned to a rule. The CF has a value that approximates the
degree to which one thinks the rule is correct. Values of CF range 
between -1 and -<-1. A CF of a negative number indicates a
predominance of opposing evedience for the rule being correct. A 
positive CF indicates a predominance of confirming evidence for 
the rule being correct. Therefore, a CF of +1 indicates abosolute 
certainity that the rule is correct, while a CF of -1 indicates 
absolute certainity that the rule is incorrect. Of course, the 
rule with a CF that equated -1 would not be considered at all.

The method of calculating CF of rules and certainity
level may be given as follows C1363.
1. From a rule take the minimum CF of clauses connected by

AND.
2. If there are OR connections in the rule, take the maximum CF 
value of all the AND clauses that are connected by ORs.
3. Multiply the final CF of the clauses by the CF of the rule.
4. If there is more than one rule leading to the same conclusion 
take as the final CF the maximum CF values of all those rules. 
Exttnyl<i A. i

IF A ( CF = 0.3) AND B( CF = 0.6)
THEN C( CF = 0.5).
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IF D( CF = 0.4) AND E( CF = 0.7)
THEN C( CF = 0.9).

The CF of C is the higher of the CFs of the two rules, as follows.
maximum (< minimum (0.3, 0.6) * 0.5), ( minimum ( 0.4,

0.7 * 0.9))
= maximum (< 0.3 * 0.5), (0.4 * 0.9))
= maximum ( 0.15, 0.36)
= 0.36

ExamplA A. 2
IF A ( CF = 0.3) AND

B ( CF = 0.6) OR
D ( CF = 0.5)

THEN C { CF = 0.4).
The CF for C is

maximum < minimum < 0.3, 0.6), 0.5) *  0.4
= maximum ( 0.3, 0.5) * 0.4
= 0.5 # 0.4 
=  0.2

In many cases certainity levels are given. What this 
means is that an inference is valid only if the CF exceeds this 
level. If the CF is below this level, a search through the 
knowledge base continues until an inference exceeds the level. The 
way the certainity level is calculated is as follows.

Assume that the CF for a particular inference is 0.6. 
Then that inference 0.4 is placed into a CF accumulator. The CF 
accumulator is compared with the certainity level (assume it to be
0.8). The accumulated value is less than the level and therefore 
the knowledge base search proceeds. The next time the same
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inference is encountered in the knowledge base search, the CF for
this new inference is multiplied by 1 minus the value in the CF
accumulator and the result is addedto the CF accumulator. The 1 in 
the equation comes from the absolute certainity value = 1. Now the 
CF accumulator is compared with the certainity level. If greater, 
the answer will be obtained otherwise the search will be 

continued.
The equation is s

Accumulated CF = old accumulated CF + (1 - old
accumulated Cf) * CF of the
rule )

Exampla 3

Certainity level = 0.8
Rule = if A then B (assume CF = 0.6)
Accumulated CF = 0.6
New rule = if C then B (assume CF = 0.7)
Accumulated CF = 0.6 + (1 - 0.6) * 0.7

= 0.88 (exceeds certainity level; slop).

4r. 7 Using Prolog to dAslgn rul« bAs«d syst.»ine

Prolog is short for Progimming in Logic.The language was 
originally developed in 1972 by Alain Colmerauer and P. Roussel at 
the Universlity of Marsilles in France. It is a computer language 
that was created especially for answering questions about a 
knowledge base that consists of rules and facts. Prolog has 
'backward chaining* built right in and also utilizes another 

technique known as backtracking. Backward chaining is a technique 
in which a conclusion or consequence is assumed to be true, and
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then knowledge base of rules and facts is examined to see if it 
supports the assumption. If the assumption turns out ’not’ to be 
correct, backtracking is used to get rid of the original 
assumption and replace it with a new one.

Like procedural languages, Prolog does not use 

algorlt.hii& . Algorlithms are objecltive procedures that, when 
followed, guarantee a solution. Object-oriented languages, such as 
Prolog, use heuristics. Heuristics are rules of thumb that are 
useful in reaching a goal. They donot guarantee a solution, and 
are useful when no algorithm exists. Prolog uses only data about 
objets and their relationshps. Prolog also emphasizes cymbolic 
processing.

With Prolog, the user defines a goal <a problem or 
objective), and the computer must find both the procedure and 
solution. A Prolog program is a collection of data or facts and 
the relationships among these facts. In other wards, the program 
is a database.

There is no standard for the Prolog language,but the 
closest thing to an accepted standard is the Prolog described in 
Clocksin and Mellish's book which is generally known as CAM Prolog 

C17m. Most commercial Prologs have evolved as supersets of this 
core language.

Turbo Prolog is both a superset and a subset of CAM 
Prolog. It has many features that are not a part of CAM Prolog,yet 
it does not support many features that are supported in the core 
language. In addition. Turbo Prolog supports some features (such 
as input and output) by structures more similar to those of the C 
Language than those of CAM Prolog. Program written in a CAM Prolog
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will not run under Turbo Prolog without modification -
generally,extensive modification. Similarly, Turbo Prolog programs 
must be extensively modified to run under CAM Prolog.

In the next section an introduction to Turbo Prolog 
Language has been presented. The material is taken from C17,993.

<4. d Ttar-bo Pi^olog
We can express knowledge in Turbo Prolog in terms of 

either facte or rul*s. The basic units for building facts or rules 
are pr*dleat*ss, i.e., expressions that say simple things about the 
individuals in our universe. For instance, the piece of
information "The right speaker of the stereo system is not
emitting sound (is dead)" is represented in Turbo Prolog as

isC r 'lgh t .-ssp A a ik «r» d a a d 3 .

The factual expression in Prolog is called a clause. In this 
example :

rlgh-L-spaalcttr and dead are objects. An object is the 
name of an element of a certain type. It represents an entity or a 
property of an entity in the real world.Turbo Prolog permits the 
user to use six different object types viz, char, integer, real, 
string, symbol and file.

The word is is the relation in the example. A relation 
is a name that defines the way in which a collection of objects 
Cor objects and variables referring to objects) belong together.

The entire expression before the period is called a 
predicate. A predicate is a function with a value of true or 
false. Predicates express a property or a relationship. The word 
before the parentheses is the name of the relation. The elements
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within the parentheses are the argum*nt,B of the predicate, which 
may be objects or variables .

Here are a few examples of predicates : 
amployaoCblll> 
studentC tonO 
marrlcrd_toCbob, mary;>

If a period is added to a predicate, we may get a 
complete clause.

In the Turbo Prolog language, an object is something
complely different. In Turbo Prolog, an object is the name of any
constant. The Turbo Prolog object could be an attribute,a
property, or a value.

Rules permit Prolog to infer new facts from existing
facts.

A rul* is an expression that indicates that the truth of
a particular fact depends upon one or more other facts. Let us
consider the following example.

IF there is a body stiffness or pain in the joints 
AND there is a sensitivity to infections,
THEN there is probably a vitamin C deficiency. 

This rule could be expressed as the following Turbo Prolog clause.
hypo-thttBlsC vltc_dAflclanc;y3 If

&3nn̂ t,oinC ar-thr 1 t,l sD and 

BymptomC infection senslti vlty]>.
The conclusion of the rule is stated first and is

following by the word if. The conditions upon which conclusion
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depends are stated next, each connected iiy the word and. The 
conclusion can be viewed as Prolog goal. The goal is true if all 
the conditions specified for the goal are true.

Every rule has a conclusion (or ) and an ftnt,®c«d®nt,
(or body). The antecedent consists of one or more pr^miews. The 
premises in the antecedent form a conjuction of goals that must be 
satisfied for the conclusion to be true. If all the premises are 
true, the conclusion is true, if any premise fails, the conclusion 
fails.

Since rules are such an inportant part of any Prolog 
program, a shorthand has been developed for expressing rules. In 
this abbreviated form the previous rule becomes

hypo-thAslsCvile deficiency!)
B ympt. oimC ar llu'11.1B ) f
syn^plomC Inf'ect.lon sensli.lvl'ty) .

The •- operator is called a break. A comma expresses and 
relationship, and semicolon expresses an or relationship. However, 
if we wish to express an or relationship, it is generally clearer 
to use two rules s

hypo'theslaCvlt.c def’ldencyZ* t —

B3m^'tomC ari.hrlt.la:) ̂ 
syn^tomClnfectlon sensltlvltyD . 

h ypo i.h H »B lB C v lt .c  d e f i c i e n c y ^  i -  

BymploiMC col 1-t 1B^ ,
syn^tomClnfectlon Benslt.lvlty:> .

In English , these expressions state there is evidence 
of a vitamin C deficiency if there is either arthritis and 
infection sensitivity or colitis and infection sensitivity. If one
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or other pair of premises is true, the conclusion is true. The 
process of using rules and facts to solve a problem is called 
formal r«asonlz^ .

Thtt Turbo Prolog pr-ograre

Turbo Prolog program consists of two or more sections. 

The main body of the program the clauses section, contains the 
clauses and consists of facts and rules. The relations used in the 
clauses section are defined in the predicates section. Each 
relation in each clause must have a corresponding predicate 
definition in the prodicatos section. The only exceptions are 
built-in predecates that are an integral part of Turbo Prolog.

The domains section also is a part of most Turbo Prolog 
programs. It defines the type of each object.

The goal section of the program defines the internal goal. 
If Turbo Prolog can match the goal with a fact or rule in the data 
base, it succaods otherwise it falls. Variables are used in a 
Turbo Prolog clause or goal to specify an unknown quantity. A 
variable name must begin with a capital letter and may be from 1 

to S50 characters long. Except for the first character in the 
name, one may use uppercase or lowercase letters, digits, or the 
underline character. If a variable has a value at a particular 
time in a program, it is said to be bound. If a variable does not 
have a value at a particular time, it is said to be free. For a 
goal to succeed, all variables in the goal must become bound.

The Turbo Prolog program can consist of upto eight 
sections. Most program only use a few of these sections, but the 
complete list gives the extensive flexibility : global predicates
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for modular programming, dynamic databases,internal goals, and 
compiling directions.

Although not all sections will be used in all programs, 
those that are used must be in the following order for the compile 

operation.
1. Compiler directives.
2. Domains.
3. Global domains.
4. Database.
5. Predi.cates.
6 . Global predicates.
7. Goal.
8 . Clauses.

Unification

The process by which Prolog tries to match a term 
against the facts or the heads of the other rules in an effort to 
prove a goal is called unificai-tion. Unification is a pattern 
matching process.

Predicates unify with each other if
1. They have the same relational name.
2. They have the same number of arguments
3. All argument pairs unify with each other.

Unification is similar to parameter passing in
procedural programming. Values for one term are passed to another 
term, binding any variables in that term.

Prolog AK*cut,lon rul«s

The rules for Prolog execution are given below :
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1. Prolog executes using a matching process.
a. When the original goal is specified, Prolog tries to find 

a fact or the head (conclusion) of a rule that matches the 
goal

3. If a fact is found, the goal succeeds immediately.
4. If a rule is found, Prolog then tries to prove the head of 

the rule by using the antecedent (the body of premises) 
as a new goal and proving each premise of the antecedent. 
If any premise of the antecedent fails, Prolog backtracks 
and tries to solve the preceding premises with other 
bindings. If Prolog is not successful, it tries to find 
another fact or rule that matches the original goal. If 

all premises succeed, the original goal succeeds.
5. Turbo Prolog continues to execute until all possible 

solutions for the goal are tested.
There are no global variables ; that is, variables 

that maintain a value throughout the entire program's execution. 
All variables are local to the clause of which they are a part.
Even if the same variable name is used in another clause, it is
not the same varible. If a particular clause fails, Prolog
backtracks and tries to solve the same goal another way using 
clauses.

Bullt.-ln prttdlcat,aB

Most versions of Prolog contain a variety of built-in, 
or standard, predicates that can support a variety of functions, 
siich as control and data input and output. Turbo Prolog offers
dozens of built-in predicate to support not only input and output
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operations, but graphics, file operations, string handling and 
type conversion. These predicates can be used in rules or facts, 
just like any other predicate. They do not need to be defined in 
the predicate section, as they are integral to Turbo Prolog.

The Turbo Prolog predicates are classified into nine

groups s
1 . Control predicates - For controlling program execution, 

forcing or preventing backtracking.
2 . Reading predicates - For reading data from the keyboard or 

file to a variable.
3. Writing predicates - For writing data to the screen, printer, 

or a file.

■4 . File system predicates - For managing disk files from a Turbo 
Prolog program.

5. Screen—handling predicates — For graphic control of the 
display and sound control.

6 . String-handiing predicates - For various operations on string 
data.

7. Type-conversion predicates - For converting data types from 
one form to another.

S. System-level- predicates - For access to DOS functions from 
within a Turbo Prolog program.

Some of the built-in predicates will be discussed now.

The wrlttt predicate

The write predicate displays the value of the variables 
or objects. The variable must be bound before the write predicate 
is invoked. For example,the clause
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t.AB't t ••
writ®C"ThiB is An Axinpl« "5, 
wrlt®C"of multlplo wrl-te s'ta'tttiiien'Ls.

displays
This is an «xan^la of mult,ipl«r wrlttt st.a-LamA'tB

The output may be written in two lines using the control 

predicate nl .
The predicate nl indicates a new line.
Any output to the display can be directed instead to a

printer or a file. To redirect output, the writ«rd*vlc«r built-in 
predicate is used.

The following code directs the output of the write
predicate to the printer and then redirects further output back to
the screen.

wr-lt,a<lttvlcaC printer) ,
wri-teC "This will print, on the print*r"5, 
wrltedeviceC screen!) .

Likewise Turbo Prolog provides the readdevice predicate 
for redirecting input.

The read predicate
Turbo Prolog provides several built-in input predicates. 

One of these is a read predicate. There are four types of read 
predicate : readingreadchar^reading and readreal.

The readln predicate permits a user to read any string 
or symbol into a variable. Let us consider the following example :
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Bymf»t.onCPat̂ l«(nt,̂  i —
wrlteC "Doess the '% Patient, "h*v«i a f*v*rCyeB/'no5?"3, 
readl nC Rapl y!) ,
Reply ■ "yes"
When this is invoked, it displays the question and then 

pauses for an answer. The answer must be terminated with a
carriage return. The rule will succeed if the user enters y «  and
fail if the user enters anything else.

In the same way, readehar predicate permits to read any 
character, readint to read any integer and readreal to read any 
real value into a variable.

The iTall predicate
In Prolog, forcing a rule to fail under certain 

conditions is a type of control and is essential to good
programming.

Failure can be forced in any rule by using the built-in 
fail predicate. The fail forces backtracking in an attempt to 
unify with another clause. Whenever this predicate is invoked, the 
goal being proved immediately fails, and backtracking is
initiated. The predicate has no arguments, so failing at the fail
predicate is not dependent on variable binding; the predicate 
always fails.

Example 4 . A

go I —

tttst,

writeC "you will navtir- get here"^.
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t«st. 1 -

fall.

If the goal is specified as go, Prolog will unify with
the head of the first rule and then try to prove it premises. The
test premise will unify with the head of the second rule, whose 
premise is fail, and the goal will fail. Prolog will backtrack to 
the first rule, and the go goal will fail again. The write 
predicate will never be executed.

The same program may be tried again, reversing the two
premises and changing the test string slightly :

go 1 —

writ«C"you will g«t hara. 

tesst.. 

test 1 -

fail.

Again the goal will fail, but the text string will be
displayed this time.

The iw*. predicate
If we want to express explicitly in the database that a 

particular fact is not true, the built-in not, predicate has to be 
used. The not predicate cannot be used to express a fact or appear 
in the head of a rule. It can only be used in a premise, as in 

r«rplacaCrlgKi,-Bp*alcar^ i - 

notClsCr-lght-speakar^ f unctlonai;>;> .
In this case, if

isCrighi>Bp«rak«r, functional^, 

is in the database, the rule will fail.
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The eut predicate
The cut, is one of the most important, and also one of 

the most complex,features of Prolog. The primary purpose of the
cut is to prevent or block backracking based on a specified
condition. The cut predicate is specified as an exclamation 
pointd ). It has no arguments, the cut predicate always succeeds, 
and once it succeeds,it acts as a fence,effectively blocking any 
backtracking beyond the cut. If any premise beyond the cut
fails,Prolog can only backtrack as far as the cut to try another 
path. If the rule itself fails and the cut is the last premise, no 
other rules with the same head can be tried. Prolog must accept 
failure or success of the predicate based on that particular
clause.

There are two types of cuts. In Prolog,these are called 

the grftan. and the r*<i cuts. The green type of cut is used to force 
binding to be retained,once the right clause is reached. Green 
cuts are used to express determinism. A program is 
nondeterministic if it is capable of generating multiple solutions 
on backtracking. Thr red type of cut is used to omit explicit 
conditions.

The use of any type of cut in a Prolog program is 
controversial. It implies a type of procedural control,which is in 
sharp contrast to the declarative style of Prolog programming.If 
used with caution,however,cuts improve the clarity and efficiency 
of most programs. Of the two types of cut,the green cut is the 

more acceptable type. One can often use the not predicate instead 
of the red cut.
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Exan^l« ‘A. 5
Let us assume a rule of the form s 
got -

premlsely 
premlscrS^ ! ^
premised^ 
pretmliBe‘4.
Prolog will try to prove the go by backtracking between 

prAmlBttl and prAinlBoS as necessary until both are true. Once this 
occursrthe cut is reached. The cut predicate always evaluates as 

true,so testing begins on pr«mlsa3. Once the cut is crossed , 
Prolog cannot backtrack across the cut. If primise3 fails,the rule 
fails. If pr-einise-4 fails,Prolog backtracks to premise3 to try 
another path for this premise, but Prolog goes no further. If 

either premises or premised does not evaluate as true,the rule 
fails without going back to premises before the cut and attempting 
to prove them in a different way,for example,with different 
bindings. All variables in premlsel and premlseeS are bound when 
the cut is crosed, and Prolog is committed to all choices before 
the cut.

The maik^window predicate
A window may be created at any time in a program by 

using the makewlndow predicate. The general form of the makewindow 
predicate is

makewlndowC WlndowNo^ ScrAttr^ FrameAtlr, Header-,
Row, Col, Height,, WldthD 

All except the header argument are integers.The header is a
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string or symbol.The arguments are explained as follows:
WlndowNo Assigns a number to the window.
ScrAttr Defines the video attributes of the

window display.
FrantaA't'Lr Defines the video attributes of the border.
Hoador Defines a header for the window.
Row^Col Defines the starting point (upper left corner)

for the window.
H o i W i d t h  Defines the size of the window.
Exanipl« 4,. G

mak«wlndowCi, 7, 7, "ToBtWirMlow*', O, O, ZG, S05

Several windows can be created with seperate number. The 

shift between windows can be performed using sshiftwindow 
predicate: shlflwlndowCWlndowNo)

When a window is shifted, the window will be clear, with 
the cursor at the upper left.The CtiraorCRow, Col5 predicate 
positions the cursor at (Row,Col) in the currently active window.

Prolog da'bAbaBOB
A Prolog program is a collection of facts and rules 

about a particular knowledge domain. The program really is a 
database, and Prolog is very powerful query language for this 
database, permitting one to select facts from the database through 
unification .

The program, however, is a static database; that is,the 
database does not change over time.

To solve the medical diagnostic problem, Prolog permits 
us to add a dynamic database to the program. Built-in predicates
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permit to add facts to or remove facts from this dynamic database 
during program execution.

To store information in a dynamic database, one or more 
database predicates have to be created. Facts can then be stored 
in these predicates during program execution using the built-in 

asBctrt.a or assertz predicates.
To creat database predicates, a database section must to 

be added to the program. The database predicates are defined in 
this section. The section must fallow the domains section and 
precede the predicates section.
Exampla -4. 7

Donwklns

dlB«as«i, Byn^t,om ■ symbol 
query ■ s'trlng 
reply ■ char 

database
xposlll veC sympt.onO 

xnegall veC syn^-tonO. 

predicates

Kypot/Hesi sC dl seaae^ 

ayinp'toinC aynipt.oiiO

Here two database predicates are used in the database 
section s xpositive and xnegative. The database predicates are not 
defined in the predicates section. With these database predicates 
one can store the facts, learned from the questions, in the
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database (facts proven true in xpoBltiv* and facts proven false in 
xnegallve) and query the database before asking the same question 
again.

The ttCBttrta and aaBortz predicates
The predicate stores a fact at the

begining of the database. The ABs«rt,zCf'iBic:'t:> predicate stores a 
fact at the end of the database. Which of these will be used in 
the program depends upon where one wishes to put the fact in the 
database.

The ratract predicate

Once a fact is stored in the database, it can be removed 
only using the built-in rotractCfaetJ predicate.

Examplo ■*. 8
r«t,i'ac;'tC)cpoBl'Llv«iCf‘av«i':>]> removes the fact from

the database xposltlvttCfact^.

To save the current dynamic database, the built-in 
predicate BaviaCfll<»nama,3 predicate may be used.

o p o w ln g  pr^adi.ca 't^B

There are four file—opening predicates in Turbo
Prolog. These are :

op*nr«ad Opens file for reading.
C symbol icFll«namB, FI l«naino3 If the file is not there,

the predicate fails.
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2. openwrit,® Opens the file only for
CS>nnnbolicFllarukma» Fllanainft:> writing. Any previous file

with the same name is
deleted.

3 . opanapp«nd Appends any new output to
C Symbolic FI lanama, FI lenama!) the end of Filename. If

Filename does not exist, 
the program terminates 
execution.

4. op^nmodlfy Opens file for writing and
CSyinbollcFll«rukina^ Fllenama^ reading using random

access.

All the predicates discussed here have the same number 
and type of arguments. Any of them can be used to open a file. The 
first argument is the symbolic file name that will be used for the 
file in the program. The symbolic file name can be any name so
long as it meets the Turbo Prolog syntax rules; that is it must
starts with a lowercase letter and consists of alphabetical 
characters, digits, or the underscore. The name must also by typed 
in the domAlns section as a file type.

The second argument, Fil<wiaimft, is the name of the file 
on the disk. The name is a string value and contains from one to 
eight characters plus an extension. A file may be accessed 
randomly using the fll<&poB built-in predicate. The general form of 
the filepos predicate is

fllAposCSymbollcFllttriama^ PoBlt,lon^ 

where ltod«r determines how Poeition is measured as follows
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0 = from begining of the file
1 == from current position
2 = from end of file.

The end of the file during a read operation may be checked using
ttofC Symbol 1 cFl 1 aname;>

This test will be succeed if current position is at the end of the 
file; otherwise, it will fail.

To prevent loss of data, predicate is used to
close a file after using it. The general form of the closefile 
predicate is closAfllA C Symbolic FI lepnam63 .

O Coneludlrvg v^Amarks

A brief discussion on expert systems and Turbo Prolog 
Language is presented.

Expert systems are computing systems which embody 
organised knowledge of a specialized domain such as medical 
diagnosis. All the knowledge in the expert system is provided by 
people who are experts in that domain. These expert (or knowledge 
based) systems are now recognised as key element in the computing 
systems of the future; and the most significant applications of 
artificial intelligence . Expert systems can advise, diagnose, 
analyze and categorize using a previously defined knowledge base. 
The knowledge base is a collection of rules and facts, often 
written in Prolog. Turbo Prolog like other implementations of 
Prolog, is an object oriented language and uses no procedures and 
essentially no program (However, it is convenient to refer to the 
systems written in Prolog as programs).
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User

Fig.4.1 The production systei.


